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COURSE OUTLINE

I. Introduction
   Loose Lips Sink Ships
   Who is a Spy? Mata Hari & Three Modern Problems
   Aldrich Ames

II. Codes & Ciphers/The Zimmerman Telegram

III. American Civil War: Lady Spies
     Winston Churchill & Secret Service

IV. American Revolutionary War: The Playwright & the Spies

V. The North Vietnamese Colonel/American Journalist

VI. The U-2 Spy Plane and Spy Exchange

VII. Otto Katz, Casablanca, and Stalin

VIII. Two Who Weren't; One Hero Who Was
     Lieutenant-Colonel Alfred Dreyfus, Dashiell Hammett;
     Jan Karski

PLEASE NOTE: Schedule and topics subject to change. There will be short readings available as handouts and online. No class on May 25. LAST CLASS IS ON JUNE 1.